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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1999
Forum meets to discuss Coke funds
After listening to several possiblities on the allocation of funds from the contract signing with the Coca -Cola
Co., James Vamer expresses his opinion in a survey Thursday afternoon. (Scott Shelton photo.) 
By Hollie Gowen
For the Maine Campus
A small group of people
gathered yesterday at Neville
Hall to listen to five presenters
plead their cases for a share of
the Coca-Cola money. This was
the first of two forums being
held to discuss how the funds
will be spent.
Chief Financial Officer
Robert Duringer opened the
forum by explaining the 10-
year contract that makes Coca-
Cola the sole beverage
provider on campus and brings
around $3 million in revenue to
the university.
Duringer said that after cer-
tain expenses, there is
$2,711,000 on the table to spend.
There was no shortage in ideas
on how to spend the money, even
if there was a shortage in filled
seats at the forum.
"The president will make
the final decision Ion where
the money will gol," Duringer
said. "But I'm somewhat
appalled by the lack of atten-
dance here today. There will
be another forum here next
Thursday, and we've got to get
better attendance."
Doug Gelinas, vice provost
for undergraduate education,
asked for a fund to be set up for
classroom renovations and
modernization. He wanted
$25,000-$50,000 a year set
aside for this purpose.
Gelinas said that students
benefit greatly from having
classrooms that are clean and
functional. Right now, some
classrooms do not meet that
standard. He pointed out 153
Barrows Hall as a prime
example of a room that needs
major work. A lot of rooms
require cosmetic fixes, such as
screens without holes and
working lights.
"Amongst all the other wor-
thy causes, I would like us to
keep some small portion of the
money on a regular basis for this
type of work," Gelinas said.
Elaine Albright, the dean of
cultural affairs and libraries,
spoke on behalf of the book
acquisition fund. She gave a lot
of background on the state of
Fogler Library.
"Fogler compares poorly on
a national scale to libraries
serving similar institutions,"
she said. "We have not bought
any new journal titles since
.1991. We are buying fewer
books than we did. And we
have fewer staff today than we
did in 1977."
Albright said the strains of
moving into the digital age
have also worn on Fogler's
budget. Items, such as elec-
tronic databases, can be of
great benefit to the students,
but they are expensive.
She said she wasn't asking
See COKE on page 4
• What to expect
Y2K team allays fears
By Nicole Brann
For the Maine Campus
The issue of Y2K has almost
everybody talking about what is
going to happen at 12:01 a.m. on
January 1, 2000.
"I'm taking the attitude that
January first will be a bore," stat-
ed Dev Culver, from Eastern
Maine Healthcare.
"People should be routinely
prepared for these kinds of things,"
said Ed Barrett, a representative
from the city of Bangor.
Life isn't peachy for every-
one, though.
On Tuesday at the Bangor
Auditorium, Steve Ally, a resi-
dent of Troy and a member of the
Unity All Hazards Preparedness
Team was the featured speaker at
a Y2K meeting. Ally addressed
many issues the conference
panel had not even touched on.
"Everyone's got this smiley
face about Y2K, and they say
there is no problem, but I don't
believe it," said Ally.
Ally resigned from his job in
1997 to dedicate his time and
energy to the Y2K problem.
See Y2K on page 4
• Presidental address
Hoff issues state of campus
University President Peter Hoff
during the State of the Campus
address. (Scott Shelton photo.) 
By Joe Gunn
For the Maine Campus
University President Peter S.
Hoff proclaimed a new "renais-
sance of sprite and purpose" has
swept over the University of
Maine as he issued his annual
State of Campus address on
Wednesday afternoon at Minsky
Recital Hall.
Hoff addressed the crowded
audience for more than an hour,
emphasizing the significant
improvements that have
occurred in the University's eco-
nomical, curricular and social
life over the past two years.
His remarks focused primari-
ly on the BearWorks plan and his
continuing vision of the universi-
ty and its graduates in the local,
state and global community of
the 21st century.
President Hoff opened by
reflecting on the condition of
UMaine, stating that the morale
of the school was at a point where
cynics were labeling UMaine as a
"dying campus" when he took
See HOFF on page 4
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• Internet
Publicly posted notes cause controversy
By DeAnna Browne
Daily O'Collegian
STILLVVATER, Okla. (U-WIRE) — A
Web site that gives away class notes might
be ripping off professors' intellectual
property, an Oklahoma State University
official says.
Students who are taking their notes and
posting them on the Web may be held
responsible for the accuracy of the notes,
said Guven Yalcintas, director for
Intellectual Property and Technology
Transfer at OSU.
StudyFree is paying students in 62 U.S.
universities to post their class notes on the
company's Web site, StudentU.com.
Anyone can print the notes for free.
As of Sept. 19, students in 14 classes at
OSU were getting paid $300 per course,
per semester to post their notes. And it's all
done anonymously, said Oran Wolf,
StudyFree's president and Web site creator.
Wolf, who founded his Houston-based
company in 1995, and took it online Sept. 6,
1999, said he is surprised that some people
think his service to students is unethical.
"I don't think this is unethical," Wolf
said. "When I was in school, my class-
mates and I shared notes all the time.
Notes are free to students in the class —
why shouldn't they be free to the world?"
Perhaps because it may be stealing
from professors, said Rebekah Herrick,
associate professor of political science at
OSU. Someone in her Introduction to
Government class is posting the lecture
notes on StudentU.com.
"I wonder if there are intellectual prop-
erty theft issues here. The notes are pre-
sented as mine," she said. "Someone else is
profiting from my labor. This bothers me."
Herrick may be right.
"There could be intellectual property
in the presentation of her lecture,"
Yalcintas said. "The presentation tech-
nique of her lecture may be unique. Her
. lectures may also be coming from her own
research. In these cases, she has the right
to claim intellectual property."
Wolf said the disclaimer on his Web
site protects his company and the students
he employs. The disclaimer reads, in part:
"You need to know that the lecture notes
you find in StudentU.com are just a note
taker's interpretation of what was present-
ed in the lecture. They are absolutely, pos-
itively not the professor's lecture notes."
Yalcintas said the disclaimer really does
not mean anything. It does not protect
StudyFree or the students posting the notes.
"A disclaimer is just a disclaimer. It's not
God's law — there are always holes," he said.
According to Yalcintas, students could
be held liable if they misunderstand pro-
fessors' lectures.
"If students pass the lecture notes on to
a third party without consent and knowl-
edge of the professor, they can be held
liable because they're recreating the lec-
ture based on their understanding, which
may be quite different than the professor's
original lecture," he said.
Yalcintas also said students could be
held legally responsible for the accuracy
of the notes.
"Any good lawyer could find a way to
hold the site owner and the students
• DIVISION
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liable," he said. "They are taking a risk."
Wolf said he encourages the students
and professors obtaining the notes to con-
tact him if the notes are not accurate.
"We want students to contact us," he said.
"If these notes are not accurate, I call
the note taker for the appropriate class. We
work together to try and improve the notes
or the note taker's skills," he said. "I have
never had a professor tell me the notes
were not accurate."
But Wolf has never talked to Raegan
Burlingame, a second-year graduate stu-
dent and teacher of Introduction to
Psychology. She said a portion of the notes
for her class, dated Aug. 27, is wrong.
"According to the notes, the definition
for central fissure is incorrect. The notes
say it is involved with vision, but it's not,"
she said. "It is a structure in the brain that
indicates the boundary of the frontal lobe.
It has nothing to do with vision."
According to the Web site's disclaimer,
students are held accountable for the accura-
cy of their notes. Herrick, though, feels that
the accountability is placed on her because
her name, not the name of the student who
took the notes, is attached to the notes.
"I have no control over what's being
put on the Web for my classes," she said.
"These notes may be what I said, and they
may not be.
There's a tradition in academics that
professors have control over their class
material. Some of that control has been
taken from me. This bothers me."
Yalcintas said professors do have
some control.
"The site's disclaimer doesn't protect
professors' intellectual property," he said.
"The only way they can protect that is by
filing an invention disclosure with OSU's
Intellectual Property office."
Yalcintas said by filing an invention
disclosure, professors are saying their lec-
ture notes contain some of their own
research, or that their lecture style is
unique, and cannot be reproduced without
their knowledge and consent.
Wolf said he did not start his company
to promote anything unethical. He said he
does not advocate skipping class or relying
solely on his site's notes to learn material.
But Herrick said Wolf's service makes
skipping class more tempting to students.
"Something about the whole thing
seems really sleazy to me. When I first
heard about the Web sit, it made me
queasy," she said. "If the site creator was
really concerned about students, he would
contact professors and ask them to post
their own notes on the Web."
Wolf said his company's service is put-
ting into electronic form what's been going
on for years — students sharing notes.
"This service has helped a lot of stu-
dents with disabilities," he said. "To me
the secondhand nature of the notes is no
different than a person taking notes for a
blind student. That's just as secondhand as
our service — yet it's OK. Our service
should be considered on the same
grounds," he said.
Mike Shuttic, Student Disability serv-
ices coordinator, said there is a difference.
"It serves the same purpose as a note
taker in a class for a student with a dis-
ability," he said.
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(MaineCard Off-Campus Merchants)
No need to run to the ATM after
classes to make sure you are
ready for pizza at night!
Just use your MaineCard!
The new MOM program will allow
students to use their DINING FUNDS
on their MaineCard to pay for
ON-CAMPUS deliveries from off-campus
merchants. Simply pick up the phone,
and tell the merchant you want to order
pizza using your MaineCard
Participating merchants are:
Angelo's Pizzeria © 827-3222
Brothers Pizza @ 827-8711
Jake's Pizza @ 827-6965
Pat's Pizza @ 866-2111
Pizza Dome @ 827-6867
Quicky's Pizza @ 827-9452
or 827-9453
eumfgais 414(141
Ills. 4,
stutënts
and community life
FAMILY & FRIENDS WEEKEND
Friday, September 24 -
Sunday, September 26
MAINE TIME CONVERSATIONS
"Should Marijuana Be Legalized?"
Wednesday, September 29
2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Bangor Lounge Memorial Union
RAPE & SEXUAL ASSAULT
AWARENESS WEEK
September 20 -24
Friday, September 24,
8 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
Take Back the Night Rally & Parade -
Bumstock Field to the Mall
STUDY SKILLS SERIES
"Time Management"
September 29, 2:15 -3:00 p.m.
FFA Room • Memorial Union
(Th 1999 Fall
tenZing Group
Offerings
Moving Through Trauma Group
Relationship Issues & Personal
Growth Group
Women's Group
Coping With Food
Systems - Oriented Training Group
Open Therapy Group
GA/B/Tfl
For more information about these groups
contact the Counseling Center
at 581-1392
Please drop by the Counseling Center to fill
out an interest form and to schedule an
interview. Part time students are also elgible
for groups.
If you are a person with a disability and
will need accommodations to participate in
services at the Counseling Center, call
581-1392 to discuss your needs.
Friday, September 24, 1999 THE MAINE CAMPUS
A classic Maine 'dinn-ah'
Melina Mohivddin, a sophomore exchange student from Bangladesh, exam-
ines a piece of a boiled Maine lobster before eating it in Stodder dining com-
mons Thursday night. (Scott Shelton photo.)
• Embezzeled frat funds
Moon pleads not guilty
By Debra Hatch
Maine Campus staff
BANGOR — A former Bangor busi-
nessman, John R. Moon, 48, of King of
Prussia, Pa., is being tried in Penobscot
County Superior Court on two counts of
Class B theft from a University of
Maine fraternity.
Penobscot County District Attorney
Michael Roberts claims Moon used his
position as treasurer of the Board for Rho
Rho Association and Sigma Chi house to
write checks totaling $115,000 from the
Rho Rho association account between
1992 and 1994.
Moon has paid back $95,000 of the
money he embezzled, but Roberts said
$20,000 of the money still has yet to
be repaid.
Roberts said the money Moon embez-
zled was deposited into both his personal
account and an account for his business,
Marsh Island Development Co. The
money was then used to pay debts for his
business and for other items which could-
n't be traced.
Once the Rho Rho association learned
though the University Credit Union that
Moon misreported where the money was
going they called in an independent audi-
tor to review Moon's ledgers, records and
accounts for inaccuracies.
Moon has pleaded not guilty to the
two counts. If the Bangor jury finds him
guilty Moon will face up to 10 years in
prison and a $20,000 fine.
A verdict is expected sometime today.
Finally! A teacher-friendly, hands-on,
K-adult earth science program.
Kids of all ages love it!
Uncover the "Oh Wow'
Rock Detective Geoscience Education
593 Gardiner Road Dresden Mills, ME 04342
(207) 737-4612 office (207) 737-4031 fax kidsrx@agate.net
wwwerockcjetec+Tve.org
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Andrew Bessette, 19, of Gannett
Hall, was summoned Sept. 19 for pos-
session of drug paraphernalia.
Additionally charged in the incident
was Mark Matthews, 18, for illegal
possession of alcohol by a minor, pos-
session of drug paraphernalia, and pos-
session of marijuana. A Sept. 24 court
date has been set.
Mark Allen, 19, was summoned Sept.
18 for possession of alcohol by a minor.
Robert Patrick Tierney II, 22, was
arrested and taken to Penobscot County
Jail on Sept. 13 for operating a motor
vehicle after suspension.
Robert E. Ski!ling, 18, was charged
with obstruction of government admin-
istration for refusing to submit to an
arrest or detention and illegal posses-
sion of alcohol by a minor on Sept. 4
after he ran from a public safety officer
and refused to stop.
Jesse S. Grant, 19, was arrested
on Sept. 6 after an officer stopped
him. Grant was charged with operat-
ing under the influence, refusing to
submit to arrest of detention, and
failure to sign a uniform summons
and complaint.
down
A report of a suspicious vehicle
around the Tr -Delta parking lot on
Sept. 7, resulted in the arrest of Brandon
C. Murray, 19. Officers located the
vehicle at the rear of the Stewart park-
ing lot and observed a male removing
suspicious objects from a toolbox in the
back of a truck. Murray was arrested for
theft by unauthorized taking and also
summoned for illegal possession of
alcohol by a minor. The conditions of
his bail included not returning to
UMaine property and not to posses or
consume alcohol.
Murray was arrested again, on Sept.
19 when an officer observed him on the
York Hall steps. He was charged with
violation of condition of release.
By Nicole Brann
For the Maine Campus
Forum Financial Group
Employment Fiesta
.ramomo...
.1.0.0•1111.,
`ler
at It
0001°"-
at Margarita's
15 Mill Road, Orono
October 4
6:00pm-9:00pm
Meet a representative from Forum
Financial Group, one of the fastest
growing mutual fund service
providers in the country.
Fascinating job choices with a
company located in the prime
business area of Portland, set
within the celebrated Old Port.
Prescreen interviews:
November 4
at the Career Center
Send resumes to:
Wayne Hesse!tine,
Recruitment Coordinator
by October 21
Current openings for Fund Accountants
Take responsibility for processing daily activity for
several mutual funds. You should have a four-year
degree with accounting fundamentals or comparable
work experience, must be detail oriented, able to
manage multiple priorities and work independently
in a fast-paced environment. PC familiarity required.
FORUM
FINANCIAL
GROUP
• Forum offers a competitive compensation and
benefits package and a non-smoking environment
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Y2K from page 1 Hoff from page 1
Since then, he has worked at least 30
hours a week researching and gathering
information from various sources about
the problem. Ally addressed issues such as
water quality and the amount of chlorine
that would be available to purify drinking
water. Ally also touched on the issue of
bank employee training about Y2K.
"Banks can say they are Y2K compli-
ant, but the employees have to go through
rigorous training," Ally said. "What hap-
pens if they don't do it?"
Roy Hibyan, a representative from
Bangor Savings Bank, who also spoke at the
conference said "Y2K has been their highest
priority since 1996." Hibyan said all the
bank's systems had been tested heavily and
there was a back-up computer in New York
to help with any problems. He believes
staffing should not be a problem; 550 extra
people will be on hand for Y2K.
This so-called "catastrophe" is being
compared to last year's Ice Storm. Barrett
said so far the city [Bangor] looks like it is in
good shape. He said all streetlights have been
tested and updated. Airports have been
checked and if anything goes wrong, machin-
ery can be operated manually. Staff will also
be increased during this time to help out with
any problems that may occur.
"We don't expect power to be out for
more then four or five days at the most if
it even goes out at all," Barrett said.
"People should stock up like they did for
the Ice Storm, but no more. One thing we
are advising people to do is not to stock up
on gas. That could be unsafe. Just make
sure the car is filled up."
Due to the Ice Storm, the state and the
City of Bangor have had practice in gearing
up for Y2K. However, Ally still isn't com-
pletely convinced that the public is being
informed of everything that may happen.
"We are not being given the total truth
on just about anything." Ally said. "People
are just going to have to live with the fact
that we live in a world of uncertainty." He
also thinks that there is going to be a big
problem with new systems that have not
yet been tested.
Despite all the information given at the
conference on preparation, Ally still
believes there will be major problems.
As for preparations, $50 million dol-
lars in cash will be printed to back up the
money that is predicted to be withdrawn.
Governor Angus King has formed a task
force to keep up with Y2K problems for the
state. And all systems from the airport and
Bangor Hydro have been tested repeatedly
to ensure the highest quality of safety.
"Not only will we provide you with
power, but you'll get your bill," Bangor
Hydro's Michael Williams said
No matter the opinion on Y2K, it is
inevitable that there will be some minor
glitches throughout the world. Some peo-
ple feel the best way to prepare for the
impending crisis is to become educated on
the issue and stock up just like during the
Ice Storm.
Bangor Police Chief Don Winslow
said there will be a fire fighter and police
officer stationed at every school just in
case there is a problem. Residents can go
there and seek help if needed.
ifirard-OP cPcjirdr3r.r3 r_PrAIMPESOMP EJESINIMPLIEW3 dic.1=11:1
Welcomes
family and
friends!
Fresh Seafood,
Ribs & Chicken
GREflT flPPETIZERS
Lunch from $3.95
Dinner from $4.95
HflPPY HOUR:
From 4:30 - 6:30
$2.00 Bear Brew Pints
$3.00 Murphy's Pints
$2.00 Michelob Light Pints
$4.95 Nachos
$3.95 10 wings
$5.95 Chicken Caesar Salad
ILIUE MUSIC fRIDAY
E1 SATURDAY RIGHT
Cook- Werle Consortium
(Jazz Quintet, Fri., 9:00 p.m.)
Me 6 Brian
(Rock Band, Sat., 9:00p.m.)
$3.95 Stoli Drinks
$2.00 Bear Brew Pints
SUnDRY
fTERI10011S:
Football gip
Patriots fans Welcome!!!
gliaPagrardncPc,Pc.411cPrIOJE)PcP ad!
office two years ago. He described a period
in which enrollment was at an all-time low
and the university was extremely under-
funded, despite increased costs over the
length of the decade.
Switching gears, he described gains
made by the BearWorks program, a series
of intercollegiate discussions aimed at set-
ting future objectives for the school, as
well as the success of the Jumpstart 2000
research fund proposal.
The Jumpstart 2000 proposal, along
with a state bond package approved by
Maine voters last November, allocated
$47 million to the university to be utilized
primarily by the school's research and
development departments.
He then outlined the specific research
sectors to which the funds would go,
specifically in the areas of advanced mate-
rials, biotechnology, information tech-
nologies, forestry and agriculture.
Hoff said the university would still
need to raise additional financial resources
for areas such as the Liberal Arts and
Sciences department, Fogler Library and
especially for severely under-funded
employee compensation.
The president praised the work of uni-
versity professor Bob Lad and his stu-
dents. Their research to produce button-
sized detectors of biological and chemical
agents produced a $10 million grant from
the U.S. Navy and exemplified the presi-
dent's vision for the future.
"[The work is] intellectually demand-
ing for both faculty and students; operat-
ing on the frontiers of knowledge and
expanding the frontier, and advancing sci-
ence through both theoretical and practical
applications," he said.
He also praised the efforts of the so-
called "Facility Five" — the group
responsible for public awareness of the
need for research and development funds
over the past four years. This group made
the need for funds into the ballot issue
which resulted in the grant.
Hoff also praised the recent success of
both the women's basketball and men's
ice hockey teams. He added the new Alfond
Sports Stadium had become a symbol of
pride for the university. Hoff added his hopes
that the expansion of the Memorial Union
and addition of a new residence hall will bol-
ster the school.
Associate Dean Chet Rock was
impressed with the address.
"I thought it was very upbeat and I was
pleasantly surprised by all we have accom-
plished in the last two years," Rock said.
"You go day-to-day and forget over a peri-
od time we have made some real progress
from where we were two years ago."
The address also marked the 131st
anniversary of the opening of UMaine.
Hoff said when the doors first opened,
there were only 12 students — all male
and all from the state of Maine.
Hoff said the reasons for enrollment
— to become more knowledgeable, self-
reliant and better prepared for economical
and community life — are still the corner-
stones for UMaine students.
He also said that despite an ever-
changing culture, UMaine will continue
on its current course for the next 131 years
and beyond.
Coke from page 1
She said she wasn't asking for the
whole amount of Coca-Cola money, but
would leave the exact amount up to the
discretion of the community.
John Beacon, the dean of enrollment
management, asked for some of the money
to be put toward merit scholarships.
He said that the $1.5 million he has
to award is insufficient, especially
because about $1.3 million is for contin-
uing students. He only has $200,000 to
recruit with. Comparable institutions,
such as the University of New
Hampshire or Connecticut, average $5
million in merit scholarships.
"I've seen students leaving the state to
go to other public universities because
they are being bought," Beacon said.
' He requested $150,000 this year and
$50,000 for each year of the contract.
The Maine Bound Director, John
STUDY AWAY ONE OR TWO
SEMESTERS IN CANADA
Application deadline:
Oct. 1
Contact Betsy Arntzen on
First Class
www.umaine.eduicanam
Tierney, stated his organization's case.
He said Maine Bound serves thou-
sands of students a year through its cours-
es, rental center, outdoor information and
resource center and academic classes.
"Maine Bound has existed on a shoe-
string budget for a number of years,"
Tierney said. "And we believe we provide
a valuable service to the community."
The Memorial Union expansion will
leave Maine Bound without a home.
Tierney said he would like to move to the
facility adjacent to the Maine Center for
the Arts, which is an old barn. For this
move, he requested a one-time grant of
$250,000 of the Coca-Cola money.
Walter Abbott, an assistant professor
of physical education, and Dave Ames, the
director of recreational sports, talked
about using Coca-Cola funds for the down
payment on a new student fitness center.
"A student fitness center can help the
entire campus community," Abbott said.
"The competition for room in the gymna-
sium is unbelievable."
Anew center has been under discus-
sion for several years due to the lack of
space and deteriorating condition of
Memorial Gym.
"It is almost embarrassing to give tours
of Memorial Gym," Ames said. "It was
built in the 1930s and has narrow corridors
and dim lighting. It is not very welcome."
The center would be for the stu-
dents, Ames said. It won't be another
athletic facility.
Ames said the facility would cost
between $12 and $15 million and take
about two years to complete. The Coca-
Cola money could be used as a down pay-
ment on the center.
Following the presenters, the audience
was given the opportunity to express opin-
ions or ask questions. They were also asked
to fill out surveys on the proposed ideas.
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Your Online College Bookstore
Save up to 40% on new textbooks.
Get them in 1-3 business days. Guaranteed.*
*Books delivered in no more than three business days or your shipping is refunded. Some restrictions apply. See www.varsitybooks.com for details.
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• Philanthropy
Sororities giving to our community
By Kimberly Leonard
For the Maine Campus
It is the thought that counts. Many
sororities on campus are working to turn
thoughts into realities and make their
actions count. They do this through phi-
lanthropies and projects which strength-
en and brighten the communities they
live in.
Each sorority plans and executes its
own philanthropies sometimes working in
accordance with other sororities or frater-
nities on campus. This partnership is seen
in events like the Beta Theta Pi Sleep-Out,
which raises money for the homeless. This
project is run by the Betas, but many
sororities also choose to participate in
some way.
Among these sororities is Delta Delta
Delta, otherwise known as Tri Delta. They
help out by donating food and clothing to
the Sleep-Out.
The Tri Delta's also attended Delta
Zeta's Ski-A-Thon, Pi Beta Phi's
Arrowspike Volleyball Tournament and
co-sponsor the Maine Day Triathlon with
UMaine Recreational Sports.
One of Tr -Delta's national philanthro-
pies is children's cancer. The sorority runs
a program know as the "Tr -Delta Tuck
In" where chances to win a kiss from a sis-
ter of Tr -Delta are raffled. The money
generated goes directly to Camp Rainbow,
a camp for children dealing with cancer
and their families.
Tri Delta also works with the chil-
dren's cancer wing at Eastern Maine
Medical Center. Each winter, the sisters
volunteer their time to make Christmas
decorations with the sick children and
decorate the wing.
The Tr -Deltas spend every Friday
afternoon at Manna, a soup kitchen in
Bangor where they serve dinner. Each sis-
ter is expected to go at least two or three
times and monetary fines can be imposed,
by the sisterhood, for any sister who miss-
es a philanthropy.
The assistant director of Manna, Mark
Ray, said, "The sororities that come down
are a huge help." Ray added the sororities
that help are consistent and always willing
to do whatever is needed. He states they
are a wonderful assets to Manna and were
missed during the summer when regular
classes weren't in session.
Tri Delta isn't the only sorority inter-
ested in Manna. Gamma Sigma Sigma,
the national service sorority on campus
uses projects like their Food Run where
members of the sorority package excess
food from the dining commons and deliv-
er it to Manna. The sisters also serve din-
ners for Manna .
The Late Night Local, also known by
many students as "The Drunk Bus," is a
continuous project which Gamma Sigma
Sigma shares with a service oriented fra-
ternal organization on campus. The LNL,
as it is known to sisters, is a van driven on
Friday and Saturday evenings through a
set route on and off campus.
The van offers to pick up people on
and off campus who are seen walking.
Often the people they pick up are coming
back from parties and are in no condition
to legally drive. The LNL offers students a
safe alternative to drunk driving.
While Gamma Sigma Sigma has no
national charities to donate to, they choose
to spread their members' time over a
broad range of projects to help various
causes. The sisters of Gamma Sigma
Sigma are required to spend 15 hours in
service per semester.
This may seem like a daunting task,
but Allison Ouellet, a sister from
Addison, Maine said, "15 hours sounds
like a lot until you've done it. I did 45
hours last semester." And this is true for
many of the sisters who may double or
even triple the service requirements in
one semester.
Some sororities have required service
hours for their members, while others
expect sisters will participate in each
project. Alpha Phi does not set specific
hours for its members, but is looking
into working regularly with the Healthy
Heart Volunteer Program at Eastern
Maine Medical Center. This would
involve two or three sisters a month vol-
unteering their time.
Sisters of Alpha Phi spend some of
their time in September making cards for
the Children's Cardiac Care Unit of
EMMC and St. Joseph's Hospital in
Bangor. Another upcoming charity for
Alpha Phi includes giving potted flowers
to a local nursing home in December.
Unfortunately, the Alpha Phi's have been
unsuccessful in growing the plants in
past years.
Fortunately for Alpha Phi, it's the
thought that counts. The Vice President
of Marketing at Alpha Phi, Rebecca
Krupke said she believes Greek and
service sororities go hand in hand at
UMaine. "They both give and take from
each other," she said.
Giving is a concept which Phi Mu
supports, Its national charity is the
Children's Miracle Network, a non-prof-
it organization which raises money for
children's hospitals.
The sisters of Phi Mu will be trick-or-
treating on Halloween for pocket change
which they will donate to the Children's
Miracle Network. Abigail Ring, the philan-
thropy chair of Phi Mu, said they have been
very successful in the past and are looking
forward to another great year.
The sisters of Phi Mu want to make a
difference locally so, in addition to their
national philanthropy, they will also
choose a local philanthropy. On Oct. 18
they will also celebrate their National
Philanthropy Day by making dinner for a
local shelter for homeless teens.
"Service sororities not only con-
tribute to the immediate university
community, but also the greater outside
community as well," Ring said. "They
are working to dispel many myths of
sorority life and [are] succeeding by
gaining the recognition and honor of
the communities."
Tonight The Jim Show!
The All-Encompassing Comedy Performance!
Including Juggling, Stunts, & You!
Friday, September 24th
8pm @ Hauck Auditorium
$2 w/ UMaine Student ID
$4/ Other
cisirs). • •
stmetts
and ; ~unity tor
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment 581-1735
Center for Students and Community Life
www.ume.maine.edu/-TUB
Ronny Romm
& ESP/Hypnosis Show
Tomorrow Night!
You'll be Amazed! You'll Laugh! You'll Shout!
Saturday, September 25th
8pm @ Hauck Auditorium
$2 w/ UMaine Student ID
$4/ Other
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EDITORIAL
The smoking conspiracy
As of midnight 
Saturday, Sept. 18, the statewide smoking ban was put
into effect here in Maine. The ban affects all restaurants, with the
exception of those carrying the "hard to obtain" class A license.
Right now only 22 restaurants in the entire state have been able to obtain this
new type of licensing, including The Sea Dog and Jimmy V's Restaurant. Here in
Orono, our small selection of eateries is enduring the ban. 
.
After 68 years of consistency, Pat's Pizza has been forced to make the change,
along with Margarita's.
More than half of restaurateurs polled said they think the ban will cause them to
lose business, and 73 percent think they should have the option of a smoke-free sec-
tion with ample ventilation.
It's interesting that 73 percent of restaurant owners compiled at least two
alternatives, for fear of losing business, but they were over-ruled. You would
think the people most in tune with their patrons (who would be the owners) would
have the best solutions to this problem, but no. Instead, the answer is abolish-
ment.
Both of these solutions seem more than reasonable. The complete eradication of
cigarette smoking is incredibly excessive and extremist. What's the next step, "no
smoking unless you're locked in your house with all the windows shut, exhaling
into a hazardous waste bag?"
It's not clear if we as a country have given our government the impression that
we need our hands held or if they've adopted this responsibility themselves, but it's
very patronizing.
We should, of course, have the right as nonsmokers to breathe clear and uncon-
taminated air, hence the words "non-smoking section" or even the occasional "non-
smoking establishment." However we should all oppose this ban strictly on the
principle that it invites the government into the private sector of our lives, and once
they've got their foot in the door, who's to stop them? Eventually we'll simply
grow accustomed to the intrusion.
Besides, what's Pat's Pizza going to be like for future generations without Pat
hauling on his enormous cigar?
Strict penalties needed
/n St. Paul, Minn., police are expected to discuss with county prosecutors theoption to bring charges against a group of pre- to early-teen boys becausethey are said to have raped one of the boy's 8-year-old sister.
Her 9-year-old brother lured her into an abandoned house, where he and his
friends usually play hide-and-go-seek, and had intercourse with her, then direct-
ed each of his friends to take his turn, according to a story by The Associated
Press.
Something this disgusting should not be tolerated. The police should arrest at
least most of the boys, who range in age from 6 to 13.
There's really no problem with that because their records would be cured of all
past evils once they turn the purifying age of 18. All is well. Or is it?
Does it even matter anymore? Apparently not, for we are now desensitized to
such news. People hear about another rape case, and the perpertrators' ages seem to
be another set of numbers, a statistic.
But this isn't a statistic. This is one case where the horrors of what used to be an
adult crime have entered the playground. And it is not even an adult perpertrator
this time, children are raping children.
Is this the first time this has ever happened? Probably not.
And guess what? No one is to blame, not really. Blaming these type of things on
society are more a copout than anything. But there's no other alternative.
These type of horrors have now become America's table talk. Why doesn't she
conclude her conversation with mentioning a strict punishment that fits the crime.
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• Letters to the Editor
• Kudos
I think it's fantastic
that Marc Asch expressed
his views about legaliz-
ing prostitution. Like Mr.
Asch, I have hope that
legalized prostitution has
a place in our society.
For one thing, it's
possible to create a situa-
tion where although pros-
titution is legal, it is still
a low-status profession.
This happens if society
does not change it's posi-
tion about women or sex-
ual norms. Whether or
not we legalize prostitu-
tion, we can maintain our
status as a sexually
repressed culture that
does not value women
very highly. In order to
make legalized prostitu-
tion a truly beneficial sit-
uation, this concern
needs to be addressed.
Another aspect of our
society is the high
emphasis on physical
appearance, which is
related to our view of
what is sexually attrac-
tive. Making beauty into
a commercial commodi-
ty has already created
problems for society as it
encourages meaningless
consumerist pursuits.
Legalized prostitu-
tion, as an acknowledg-
ment of simply a labor
sale, may play a role in
uniting people, to the
extent that people unite.
Furthermore, I would like
to see prostitution used in
a way that does not strict-
ly perpetuate capitalism,
because in the end, it is
not a very attractive idea
to me that everything
comes down to a question
of market value, although
some will say this is only
human nature and that other
systems are only more
oppressive. Marx said that
in an ideal society, love
should only be exchanged
for love. I realize that not
everyone who sees a prosti-
tute is trying to purchase a
loving encounter, but they are
trying to purchase something
that fills their human needs.
Legalizing prostitution
can create a more open
atmosphere and force us to
acknowledge our social
desires, as Mr. Asch was
more or less saying. This is
it's most positive aspect,
but it will not necessarily
fulfill itself without
increased consciousness.
Once again I applaud Mr.
Asch for making many
important points about the
nature of exploitation and
empowerment.
Corinne Silkwood,
Bangor.
• Poor sports
I was disgusted when I
opened The Maine Campus
on September 22. I turned
to page 13 to the "Stat of the
Week" column. Instead, of
announcing an outstanding
play, a positive statistic, or
even the score of an out-
standing football game this
weekend, the author of this
blurb was cynical and sar-
castic concerning specific
University athletic teams
here on campus. This was
done by printing names of
teams on top of a large num-
ber zero in the background.
Although I don't feel it
is the job of a sports
reporter to alter facts of
news events on this cam-
pus, I do think that the
paper should take some
initiative in having some
support for the community
it represents. After all, If
the sports section of a stu-
dent run paper doesn't
bother to demonstrate a lit-
tle school pride, how can
we expect students to?
As much as one may like
to deny it, athletics are an
integral part of our
University. These events
have the potential to help
create corrtmunity and
build bonds throughout the
colleges. Teams are com-
posed of a wide spectrum
of majors from engineer-
ing to art. In sports, stu-
dents come together repre-
senting our school as a
team. Why would a cam-
pus organized newspaper
try to take down anything
with such potential?.
Furthermore, if I
were an athlete who
played on either the
men's soccer, women's
soccer, or field hockey
team, I would feel
unsupported and let
down by the press which
I read. In fact, ibwould
be grounds to not sup-
port The Maine Campus.
Why bother? The Maine
Campus obviously does-
n't support these teams.
I'm tired of trying to
get students away from
drunken bashes to attend
a two hour game. I am
tired of "fair weather
fans" who only attend
athletic events when
there is a guaranteed
win. It is publishing such
as Wednesday's column
which contributes to the
less than desirable
atmosphere at sporting
events
I'm not asking for an
apology, although if! were
a member of any of those
teams I would be. I am,
however, encouraging the
sports section, who reach-
es a large percentage of the
student body, to find a way
to present facts without
putting down teams.
Maybe the paper
should publish "The
Stein Song" so that the
student body could learn
it for all the events.
Whatever happens, It's
time for The Maine Campus
to show some class.
Jennah G. Doughty,
Balentine Hall
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• Bench Mentality
Look out the T.T. invasion has begun
By Jason Canniff
The start of the UMaine
calender schoolyear is a sym-
bolic one, where you are
greeted with smiles, where
facilities management and
underpaid high school stu-
dents slave a fresh coat of love
over the campus landscape so
that you, your ego, and your
"Family and Friends" can
gaze in wild wonder at the sur-
face quality of the campus,
and...
Sorry. I suppose it's not fair
to start the year with pessimism,
or poke fun at some subset of
the campus populus, as it is, in
college time, the "New Year",
and you at least need a fresh
Dandelion start. Lord knows
the above paragraph could have
reached a record level of redicu-
lousness, leaving the masses
with enstrangement as to where
I was coming from.
Because,with fairness, if you do
stop the rush to ENG 101 for a
moment; the campus actually
does look very nice, with the
grass, flowers, and trees burst-
ing with crayola color, and the
ivy buildings reminiscent of a
small liberal arts campus.
Minus the spraying of toxic -
pesticide on the mall, way to go
-Facilities Management!!
But, nobody wants to hear
one more grade school version
of "What I Did on My Summer
Vacation", or my take on the
political conflict between super-
power foreign policies and it's
adverse effect on global needs,
as that is a bore to most, and
falls out of the attention span of
my target audience: Freshmen.
OK. Now, synonomous with
the immigration movement of
the twenties, the British inva-
sion of the sixties, and the pea-
coat revolution of last fall, is
the Freshmen invasion, and
more specifically, the Tank-Top
Invasion. Now, the Tank-Top
Invasion encapsilates the entire
99 freshmen class, boys, girls,
greeks, and geeks. Whatever
loose term, clique, or cliche
you use to give yourself an
identity, or seperate yourself
from your peers, it is bound
under the horizons of the Tank-
Top Invasion. T.T.I.'s for short,
this group includes all the
forms of the label whores, the
Fitch-Crew boys, the Porn
Stars, and that new group, the
Hilfiger Limp-Bizkits, as well
as all the John Doe's and Mary
Jane's in between.
'With what would be an oth-
erwise trivial change in one's
wardrobe, the freshmen have
caught the attention of the
upperclassmen with their •
"strength in numbers" tactic,
where due to the largest
incoming class in history, and
an apparent Borg assimmila-
tion of color coordination, the
freshmen girls, with their
white tight halter tops, black
Capri slacks, and the thick
soled Doc Martin's, have
pushed the borders of mere
coincidence, and convinced us
perpetual students that we
have now fell out of .the loop
of what is "cool".
So, maybe we of reasonable
taste must sacrifice day to day
comfort for impression, for the
T.T.I's have shown us that, in
the outfit, it's the bounce,
tightness, and revealing nature
that conjours true happiness
and a sense of belonging.
Because, all you T.T.I.'s know
that those boys are talking to
you because your young and
velumptuous personality radi-
ates beyond the superficial,
and that they love you for your
taste in music,and for your lust
for Id&
So, if you haven't yet, all
you freshmen girls run to your
phones, flip through the
homo-erotic Abercrombie cat-
alogue, grab your new
Citibank credit card you got
from the nice man in front of
the Union, and swipe your
personality, a la white tank top
and high soled shoes, and you
will become a walking T.T.1.,
and I promise through the
most sincere observation, that
you will become more popu-
lar, and that all your Leonardo
Sixteen Beat fantasies will
come true. And all you fresh-
men boys, please drive to the
Bangor Mall, and swipe yours
at the Hot Topic, and you too
can become a Limp-Bizkit
Korndog, so that you too can
bounce around campus pissed
at life, pretending to be some-
thing else, maybe even an
upperclassmen, and then
you'd know the secret hand-
shake to being the alienated
rebel kid.
But, you know what, ye of
much confidence? You almost
passed off as something your're
not, except your MaineCard
necklace gave it away. Pretty
soon, you'll get over it. And
pretty soon, you'll be original,
which, as "uncool" as it sounds,
is actually more attractive to
those who don't know you.
Jason Conniff is a junior
English major also a camera
monkey for the Maine
Campus.
• Buyer beware
Advertising: it's all greek to me
By Matthew Paul
I hate to make everybody jeal-
ous, but I've got to share my
newest purchase with the masses.
It's new-and-improved,
loaded with nougat and retsyn
and wrapped-up nicely in
space-age material.
For the record, I bought
nothing of the sort, but maybe I
would if any of those words
actually meant anything.
Being a 21-year-old male, I
fall smack-dab in the middle of
the target age of major compa-
nies and their advertising fac-
tions. I used to think I knew a
thing or two until I started con-
sidering the jargon slinging in
which these conglomorates
participate.
Let's start taking everything
for what it is.
Space-age material: One
small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind.
Remember those words?
They're not that far removed
from our time. Ladies and gentle-
men, welcome to the Space Age.
Space-age material can be
anything created since NASA
started. If I'm wearing a shirt
with a cotton-polyester blend,
what keeps it from being
space-age?
Doesn't polyester count for
anything anymore?
Space-age design is also
lumped under this heading.
Let's think of other products
that were designed within the
Space Age. Well, the Ford
Pinto comes to mind, and they
don't make it any more.
Also, the Hubble
Telescope, Challenger Shuttle
and Apollo 13 were designed
within the Space Age by the
people that started it.
If NASA can't convince the
masses of the quality of Space-
age design, why are we being
sucked in by Ron Popeil and
his electric food dehydrator?
New and improved: Which
is it? New or improved.
This is the tidy bow put on
the final package of every
product available. It draws the
public in like no other phrase,
but no one's ever stopped to
consider what it means.
It's like the chicken and the
egg, except nobody debates the
point. They're just happy to
buy what amounts to be the
same product as they've
always bought, just with
brighter colors on the box.
If something is new, what
could have been improved?
Conversely, if a product is
improved, how could it be
new?
Nougat: The only reason
anyone has a remote idea
about what nougat is, is
because we know what it isn't.
The average human with 65
cents and a hunger inside
knows what peanuts, caramel
and chocolate look like. By
default, we can determine
what nougat looks like.
Just the same, its another
marketing ploy. They advertise
the hell out of nougat within
the candy itself, but, check
around. If you find a candy bar
based solely around the for-
eign substance, let me know.
Retsyn: Huh?
Does ANYONE know what
this stuff is?
The name evokes thoughts
of the hundreds of prescription
drug commercials circulating
through the airwaves. Maybe
an asthma drug, cure for her-
pes or Bob Dole's latest cure
for "erectile dysfunction."
Retsyn: the top cure for male-
pattern baldness.
But no. Someone had to go
out and think of a clever, sci-
entific-sounding word for
mint. Was that really neces-
sary?
Let's call a spade a spade
and a mint a mint. Next thing
you know, chocolate will be too
generic on its own and some-
one's going to mess with anoth-
er good thing.
Matthew Paul is a senior
Journalism major and also The
Maven of AP style here at the
Maine Campus.
Your opinion
matters
Write a letter
to the editor.
The Maine Campus
UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
• Bureaucracy
Freshmen
need choices
By Marc Asch
As I said in my last column,
the beginning of freshman year
is a time of choices. One must
answer such questions as: do I
join a fraternity/sorority or do I
live in the dorms? should I join
the Outing Club or play intra-
mural tennis? do I want to be
on the 19 meal plan or the 14?
do I single-handedly battle the
evil, conniving pubic hairs
encrusted in fermenting urine
that perniciously cling to
UMaine's toilet seats or do I
accept their existence and per-
haps even try to befriend them?
Unfortunately, there is one
simple, yet vital question which
many freshman have not been
entrusted to make: what classes
should I take?
Two of my classmates from
high school, who have come to
UMaine, both received their fall
schedules through mail well
before they graduated. I received
mine through the mail approxi-
mately a month before classes
began. Some engineering majors
have already received all of their
schedules for the next four years.
As males, we're required to
register for the selective service. If
there is a war we may be forced to
fight for our country. We are also
given the right to vote. If we are
given these two large responsibil-
ities, isn't it only natural that we
be allowed to decide our own fate
academically?
Being handed out a sched-
ule without input makes me
feel like I'm back in the total-
itarian hell better known as
middle-school, not in a place
of higher learning, not in a
place committed to fostering
independent and free thought.
Who knows what is best for
the student? It's obviously not
an adviser, who may not have
met me, but instead bases their
decision on what my major is.
Now I know there are pre-req-
uisites that have to be fulfilled in
order to graduate and this should
not change. Why does there have
to be such a complete lack of
choice? Does the world really
need or want carbon-copy, spoon-
fed, graduates? I think the obvi-
ous answer is no.
I'd like to see an end to
mailed-out schedules. Other
schools of the same size do not
operate this way, so I see no
reason why it is necessary at
UMaine to do so.
We students are adults,
adults who pay thousands of
dollars a semester to attend
this school. We should not be
demeaned and dehumanized
by such bureaucratic practices.
Marc Asch is a first year
Sustainable Agriculture major
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• Art
ARTS
Color glows in Stephan exhibit at UMaine
By Andrea Page
Maine Campus staff
Vibrant, glowing colors transform the
walls of this museum into something
almost surreal.
The art of Gary Stephan is currently
being displayed at the University of
Maine Museum of Art in Carnegie Hall.
"Gary Stephan: Same Body Different
Day" will be shown through October
23. It is an incredible display of his
works from the early 80s through the
present day.
Pond Life, Gary Stephan. (Courtesy
of UMMA photo.) 
Museum director Wally Mason
said that with this program the art
takes over. Students, faculty and vis-
itors who walk through this building
have no choice but to deal with these
paintings.
They could be described as abstract,
but as Mason explained, they have little
slices of reality in their images.
Stephan uses images from everyday
life and transforms these into his
paintings. Mason said there is a feel-
ing of the beginning of representation,
but it cannot be described as one defi-
nite thing.
In Stephan's works you will notice a
recurring image - it is in the shape of eye
glasses, ranging in different sizes
throughout his paintings. This is an
image that must have worked for Stephan
and it is interesting to see the meaning of
it in his paintings.
Stephan described in his book, Gary
Stephan: Same Body Different Day,
what his philosophy is behind some of
this works.
"I imagine that if you put things up
that intrigue you and you don't avoid
them but you don't solicit them, if you
don't make yourself think about them
but you don't ignore them - if they can
get a neutral valence where they just
sort of float - then, over time they'll
make themselves evident," Stephan
described in his book.
One of the largest paintings, Winter -
Gigantic Heads of Children, is an enor-
mous 84 feet by 108 feet in size. It is
also one of the most interesting pieces
of work on display. An image in the cen-
ter looks almost like a shirt on a clothes-
line, but it is something different-some-
thing impressive.
Same Body Different Day, Gary Stephan.
Another painting, Which Things
Happen, is a great one to check out. It's
the only one on display that has a truly
unique shape. It is rectangular, but the
sides are indented so the corners are
distinct. Besides the shape, it is also
unique in its painting - there is a ribbon
running across the painting making it
look three-dimensional.
Another fun one is his Buried in
Heaven piece. This was made in 1998 and
is quite different from his other paintings.
It is mostly black with blue entering onto
and changing the image. Across the paint-
(Courtesy of UMMA phot.o.)
ing are scattered tiny objects, one almost
looks like a mouth, but upon closer look it
is not. Again this painting features his
recurring eye glass image in multi-colors
down in the comer.
The quality that ties all these paint-
ings together is Stephan's use of color.
Many paintings have extremely saturat-
ed color and as Mason described, the
colors almost shine from within his
paintings - they glow.
The combinations of color, hidden
shapes, line, and images create a most
inviting exhibit.
• TV preview
New fall television proves tune-worthy
By Melanie Bisson
For the Maine Campus
Wondering what to watch this fall?
Well speculate no further. Here's a
few suggestions for the upcoming
viewing season.
If you're ever home on a Friday or
Saturday night feeling bored and wish-
ing you were somewhere else, tune
your television to NBC. It may not be
as exciting as partying with your
friends or a dinner and a movie with
your main squeeze, but you can catch
two new exciting comedies.
The first show entitled, Cold Feet,
airs on Fridays at 10p.m. This sitcom is
about three couples all in different
stages of their relationships. First, the
dating pair their romance is on the rock
when his immaturity and her lack of
commitment take control of the rela-
tionship. Second, the married couple
deeply in love and in the midst of re-
defining their roles as they await their
first born. And the final pair, another
married couple coping with their differ-
ing views on the proper way to raise
their toddler.
every Friday night.
Not interested in Friday or Saturday
nights as your viewing days? Then
tune your television to CBS on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays. There
Don't be shy to preview all of these new pro-
grams. Who knows, you may find a new favorite.
Happy Viewing!
The next show is a combination of
comedy and drama entitled, Freaks and
Geeks. It takes place during the 80s
and is about siblings trying to cope
with the pressures of high school life.
Their biggest dilemma is trying to find
their place in the world as either a
freak or a geek. This hour long pro-
gram consumes the 8p.m. time slot
you'll find a romantic comedy by the
name of Work With Me. This sitcom is
about two couples who realize that the
line between their professional and per-
sonal lives continue to blur. From the
producer of the hit show Just Shoot Me,
Work With Me premieres Wednesday,
Sept. 29 at 8:30 p.m.
Also on CBS is Judging Amy. This
compelling new drama airs every
Tuesday at 10p.m. A single mom
leaves New York City to join her
opinionated mother and free-spirited
brother in Hartford, Conn., where
she will begin her new life as a
judge.
As for other shows sweeping the
networks this fall, check out the 90s,
more bustier version of Cagney and
Lacey on Snoops. Airing on ABC,
premiering Sunday, Sept. 26 at
9:p.m. Also on ABC, It's Like, You
Know, starring the Dirty Dancing
legend, Jennifer Grey. Tuesdays at
8:30 p.m. On Fox, Get Real, a show
about a family's turmoil and how
each member pulls together to over-
come it. Get Real airs on
Wednesdays at 9p.m.
Don't be shy to preview all of
these new programs. Who knows,
you may find a new favorite.
Happy Viewing!
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•Film
Latest Costner film strikes out
By Benjamin Lupien
For the Maine Campus
For Love of the Game is a movie that
proves Kevin Costner and sports flicks go
together like America and apple pie.
Costner turns in another solid perform-
ance although like Postman , you feel as
though he is everybody's hero. He also
leaves the audience wondering if he can
really play.
Costner plays Billy Chapel, a pitch-
er for the Detroit Tigers. Billy signed a
major league baseball contract at the
young age of 18. After playing for the
Tigers for 19 years, Billy is pitching in
what will be his last game for the
Tigers. The morning before the game
Billy is told the Tigers will be sold and
he will be traded. Normally the game he
was pitching would be worthless
because the Tigers are finishing up a
losing season.
However, this is his last game as a
Tiger. And as if being traded isn't hard
enough, Billy's girlfriend Jane, played
by Kelly Preston, just told him she is
leaving him. Billy tells his best friend
and catcher Gus, played by John C.
Reilly, "I am going to throw a little
harder today."
After pitching 7 scoreless innings his
teammates begin to realize he has a
chance to pitch a perfect game. Costner
plays the part well and between innings
the movie follows Billy's life to this point.
We find all about his love life from an infi-
delity to a heartwarming Christmas.
The love story in the backdrop would
not be able to carry this movie alone.
However, the love story is tied to the
exciting baseball game. When the love
story gets tired the baseball game picks-
up the slack and vise versa.
Jena Malone plays the role of Jane's
daughter Heather. She is a cute but rebel-
lious daughter that seems to drive away
potential suitors. She plays a great sup-
porting role and is sure to provide good
movies in the future.
The director Raimi had a great
script based on the novel written by
Michael Shaara. Dana Stevens, who
also wrote City of Angels, adapted the
novel. For Love of the Game is only
Raimi's second major movie following
A Simple Plan.
For Love of the Game is not Costner's
best work, but it should not have any trou-
ble bringing in the crowds. Although no
homerun, this movie will certainly be a
bigger hit than some of Costner's other
recent movies.
Our Grade: B
Rating: PG-13
Running Time: 138 minutes
• Film
Martin, Murphy come alive in ` Bowfinger'
By Nikolaus Halter
For the Maine Campus
First off, I am a huge Eddie Murphy
fan from back in the day when he was
actually funny. I couldn't wait to see
Bowfinger, since I had heard so many
good things about it and how funny Eddie
actually was. And, to my surprise, I was
not disappointed.
It's not the Eddie of Beverly Hills
Cop or The Golden Child, but it's def-
initely a step back in the right direc-
tion.
In Bowfinger, he plays both movie
star Kit Ramsey and his nerdy brother
Jif. He plays these roles quite convinc-
ingly and actually shows that he has a bit
of a knack for acting. The reason he is so
good perhaps, is that the movie isn't
focused on him and doesn't rely on him
to carry it.
The main character is Bobby
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Bowfinger (Steve Martin), who plays a
movie director on his last legs. He tries
to convince Kit to be in his new movie,
but after he refuses, Bowfinger films
Kit in everyday situations. He does
this without him being aware of it and
enlists a look-alike, Kit's brother, to
do the close-ups.
Sounds unusual and unusual it is.
This is a great concept for a movie and
Martin, who also wrote and co-pro-
duced, makes it work. It is one of the
funniest movies I have seen in a while
and even though it is slow in parts, it
makes up for it by picking up the pace at
the right times.
Steve Martin has a great sense of
humor and he is one of the funniest
comedians of our time, as annoying as
he sometimes is. He not only succeeds
in making Bowfinger a very funny
movie, it is also a satire on Hollywood
itself. It seems as though Martin has a
very good idea of what Hollywood is
all about. He certainly has been
around it long enough to paint an accu-
rate picture.
Many of the jokes are low-blows that
Hollywood probably didn't appreciate
all too much, but it is this refreshing
undertone that makes Bowfinger that
much more interesting.
Martin and Murphy carry the movie
and the supporting cast, led by the sur-
prisingly funny Heather Graham,
keeps up with their pace. And pace is
exactly what this movie lives on. The
funniest parts of the movie are the
fastest-paced and they come at good
intervals. Bowfinger gets funnier and
funnier as it goes along and the end
had me in stitches. It's not that it was
so outrageously funny, it had just been
built up so well.
In short, Bowfinger is a very well
thought-out comedy and by far the
most amusing PG-13 flick I have ever
seen. And to my pleasure, Eddie
Murphy has grown up so much that his
ego doesn't get in the way of his
comedic acting, which after a long dry
spell finally resembles that of his fun-
niest movies.
Our Grade: A-
Rating: PG-13
Running Time: 90 minutes
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MAINE CENTER 1.0R THE ARTS
blink
Saturday, September 25 at 4:00 PM
A post-modern juggling group. This innova-
tive duo combines elements of dance, object
manipulation and silent comedy.
William Grant Nabore, Pianist
Sunday, September 26 at 3:00 PM
Minsky Recital Hall
Mr. Grant Nabore is a pianist of international reputation.
Program: Trois Pieces pour Clavecin, by Jean-Philippe Rameau
Sonata in A Major, by Franz Schubert
El Amor y la Muerto: Balada, by Enrique Granados
Barcarolee, Op. 60, by Frederic Chopin
Sonata Nr. 4 in F sharp Major, Op. 30, by Alexander Scriabin
S5 RI SII IICKI1 s ON SALE BMA\
*Bring your student ID (MaineCard) and get your tickets at the Box Office today! Box
Office hours are Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Rush tickets can also be
purchased 90 minutes before the performance.
M.+ Et3O-S:3111 S & Su 810-4:30 827-1976
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• Hadley's kitchen
Dinner for two: going beyond pasta
By Hadley Lewis
For the Maine Campus
Picture this, you tell your date to
meet you outside your dorm. You
appear with a bouquet of flowers and a
blindfold when she calls to be let in.
After securing the blindfold (no guys, a
gag and shackles do not come next) you
lead her silently into the second floor
study lounge. When you remove the
blindfold she is dazzled, a gourmet din-
ner for two that she did not expect. And
what's more you made it without burn-
ing down the dormitory.
You can set the mood with strings of
Christmas lights or even those electric
candles. Wash your sheets or splurge and
buy a tablecloth or take a trip to the fabric
store and buy a yard or so of something
you like to drape over the study tables. Be
creative. But, when it comes to the food,
be confident.
Start with Salad
Use a trick perfected by fancy restau-
rants, fill up on simple items like salad
and bread so that if dinner isn't perfect
she may be too stuffed to notice.
For gourmet "yuppie" salad fixings
get the bags of pre-cut salads. They
have Ceasars and Gardens and even
those fancy mescalun mixes.
Mescalun mix is a mix of different
greens, not all of them are actually
lettuces. But, beware, some of the
greens in the mescalun mix are apt to
be bitter. I find them absolutely inedi-
ble and would rather settle for a good
mild All-American plate of plain
crunchy lettuce, shredded carrots, and
chunked tomatoes.
Moving on to Substantial Munchies
One of the most important parts of
serving an acceptable dinner is bal-
ance. If you remember your food pyra-
mid from elementary school you real-
ize that one of it's aspects was variety
of textures, colors, and tastes. Mixing
up colors helps make a plate or table
more attractive.
Zucchini with Bacon and Onions
This one is really simple. You can
use zucchini (green) or summer
squash (yellow). Cut the squash into
quarters lengthwise and then into
slices, about 1/2 of an inch thick (you
don't actually have to measure, just
eyeball it.) Try and make each piece
come out the same shape.
Now cut an onion into rings. It helps
to rinse the onion well in cold water after
you peel it. This keeps the sulfuric acid
from forming in your eyes. (That's actu-
ally what happens when an onion makes
you cry.)
Pour a little puddle (about a table-
spoon and a half) of olive oil into a fry-
ing pan. Throw in the onion and possi-
bly a clove or garlic diced small. Wait
until they get translucent. Then turn the
heat to low.
In another pan, fry the bacon until
Maine Time Conversations
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Bangor Lounge in the Memorial Union.
You are invited to this collegial gathering where ideas
and perspectives will be shared.
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2-3 pm in the Bangor Lounge (Memorial Union).
• • •
Light refreshments will be served.
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it is crisp and dark brown but not
burnt. (You can also bake it if you fol-
low the directions on the package.
This reduces some of the fat in it.)
Press the bacon between sheets of
paper towel to remove the grease.
Chop or cut it into small bacon-bit size
bites. Add it to the onions
Get a small sauce pan or a steamer
(a pan with a "mini colander" that fits
inside.) Put water up about 3/4 to 1/2
an inch up the sides of the pan. Add
the squash in the colander or the pan.
Cook it in simmering water until it is
tender (but not dead white and mushy.)
Watch out. It will cook quickly. You
should cook this close to serving time.
When you are ready to serve, toss
everything together.
Moving on to Meat
If you want something quick and
simple grab some chicken breasts,
chicken stock, butter, flour, salt, pep-
per, and a cookbook. Poach the chick-
en and make a simple sauce. (if you
need further assistance with this e-
mail me)
But, if you want to wow her either use
my recipe here or get on the internet -
www.ichef.com is my favorite cooking
site. Otherwise, try this:
Apple and Pork Curry
2tb Olive Oil I ts Cornstarch
2 Boneless Pork Chops, trimmed
1 ts Curry Powder 1 Small onion
1/2 ts Ground Cumin
Clove of Garlic, minced
1/2 ts Cinnamon
1 Tart Cooking Apple 1 x Salt
I Small Sweet Red Pepper
I x Freshly Ground Black Pepper
1/2 c Chicken Stock
1 x Chopped Parsley or Coriander
or basil or oregano
Peel and slice the apple, slice the
onion thin, and the pepper into small long
strips (remember to take the seeds out of
the pepper).
In a frypan, heat oil over medium-high
heat. Cook pork chops until browned on
both sides and almost cooked through;
remove from pan and set aside.
-Over medium heat, cook the onion,
garlic, apple and red pepper strips until
softened.
- Blend chicken stock with corn-
starch; add to pan along with curry pow-
der, cumin and cinnamon; cook for 1 or 2
minutes until slightly reduced and thick-
ened.
-Return pork chops to frypan;
adjust seasoning with salt and pepper.
Cook for 1 to 2 minutes or until heated
through. Serve pork chops with sauce
and sprinkle with fresh chopped parsley
or other green spice of your choosing-
(Be legal).
Serve everything on a real plate or
two, remember about color when you
arrange the food on the plate. Pretend you
are a real chef in a fancy restaurant, put on
a fake French accent if it helps you get
into the mood.
Eat, woo and enjoy. Also, stay tuned
for the next episode..."The Morning After
Brunch for Two"
Become a Resident
Assistant
Make a Difference!
Enter the New Millenium
Showing Your Colors as a New RA
-Information Sessions for Spring 2000-
Attendance Required
Monday, Sept. 27
Tuesday, Sept. 28
Wednesday, Sept. 29
Monday, October 4
8:00-9:00 pm Knox Hall
8:00-9:00 pm York Hall
8:00-9:00 pm Cumberland Hall
8:00-9:00 pm Penobscot Hall
Al! majors are encouraged to apply.
Show Your Colors- Become a Leader-Help
Others-Build Your Resume-Impact the Lives
of Others Students
Application available at Information
Sessions only!
u. IC • MI
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• Baseball
Canadian invasion
By James Leonard
For the Maine Campus
Expectations are higher for this
year's Black Bear baseball team.
Coach Paul Kostacopoulos is encour-
aged by the success of last year's squad
but admits the learning curve must rise
this season.
That process begins this weekend as
the Bears take a test drive in a three-game
series against the Canadian Select Team
at Mahaney Diamond beginning on
Friday and ending on Sunday.
The series will be used to evaluate tal-
ent and give the freshmen some experi-
ence at the higher level. It also marks the
starting point of great expectations.
"Last year, we got out of the dol-
drums of losing and had our best year
since 1993, making it to the tourna-
ment semifinals," head coach Paul
Kostacopoulos said. "That was good
for a young, inexperienced team and it
was probably the best we could have
hoped for."
When asked about goals for the
upcoming season, the coach didn't
hesitate.
"This year, we want to battle it
out for the regular season (America
East) championship, win the tourna-
ment, and go to the NCAA Regional
- it's as simple and as direct as that,"
Kosty said.
Since arriving at Maine, Kosty has
been adding depth and building for
the future.
The future is now.
Fueling this hope is the return of six
position starters, three impact transfers,
quality depth at every position and all 28
wins from last year's pitching staff.
Add these factors to an exciting
and talented group of freshmen and
the Bears appear ready to contend for
their first regional appearance in
seven years.
The infield returns three of four
starters from last year's club. John
Hambelton (.282, six home runs, 38 RBI)
will play first base with last year's second
baseman Julian Bracali (.293, nine stolen
bases) moving to shortstop.
Quinn Peel (.322, four home runs,
.400 slugging pct.) will move to third
base, filling the hole left by the departed
Brian Poire. Stetson transfer Ray
Goiriglzarri will play second base.
Mike Ross returns from an outstand-
ing freshman season where he batted
.361 with eight home runs and a team-
best 63 RBI to play left field, with jun-
ior college transfer Jamie Barrett who
will see plenty of action in right. Brett
Ouelette (.289, 29 RBI) should be ready
to play center this spring after elbow
tendon surgery.
Freshmen Joe Drapeau (third base),
Mike Livulpi (outfield), Pete Saunders
(outfield) and Alan Picard (C) will add
much-needed depth. Kosty is particu-
larly enthusiastic about his young
third baseman.
"Drapeau has been very impressive
this fall and we will need to find a spot for
him somewhere," Kosty said.
Replacing departed catcher Kregg
Jarvais (11th round selection of the
Boston Red Sox) would seem to be a
major task. However, Kosty said that
with Bob Harris and Picard, the team has
outstanding depth in that area.
Kris Ehmke (6-4, 5.47), Eric
O'Brien (2-4, 5.54), Rusty Tucker (5-
7, 6.46), Jim Bailin (6-2, 4.46) and
Rob Worcester (4-5, 6.51) will battle
for the starting positions on the pitch-
ing staff. Ehmke was impressive down
the stretch last year. Matt Truman (2-
3, five saves in 17 appearances) will
anchor a versatile bullpen infused with
young talent.
Freshmen Rich Laginiere and Adam
Labelle should also make key contribu-
tions this year.
The leadership roles filled by Jarvais
and Poire will be missed the most.
However, Kosty is confident new leaders
will step forward.
"We've got some guys who play a lot,
and someone will emerge," Kosty said.
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Student Academic Conference
Travel Fund
The Student Academic Conference Travel Fund for
Undergraduate Students will hold its first competition of the aca-
demic year. This fund serves underaraduate students who need
financial assistance for travel to meetings or conferences of an
academic nature. The Undergraduate Student Academic
Conference Travel Fund now has two application deadlines
(rather than three, as in previous years).
Application Deadline
September 27, 1999
February 21, 2000
For Travel Between:
Sept. 28, 1999 and February 20,2000
February 22,2000 and Sept. 25,2000
Applications must be submitted to the Office of Academic Affairs
(201 Alumni Hall) by Monday. September 27.1999. Money
will be awarded for travel taking place between September 28,
1999 and February 20,2000. Applications can be obtained from
Joan Day at the Office of Academic Affairs,
201 Alumni Hall, or by calling x1-1547.
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Vacation Rental for Fall
Break-Orlando, Florida, Mariott
Cypress Harbor Resort. Oct 9-
16. 2 Bedroom, 2 baths, sleeps 8.
Condo with kitchen. All amens.
3 pools, beach, golf course and
more. $1000. Don't miss this
terrific offer! Call now! 827-
7491.
FREE TRIAL OF A BRAND
NEW TECHNOLOGY 30 MIN
LONG DISTANCE CALLS
FREE SEND SASE TO G
MARKS PO BOX 92528 NEED-
HAM, MA. 04292
$5,000-$8,000 Monthly Working
distributing our product
brochures. Get paid-we supply
brochures. F/T or P/T. For
FREE info write: International,
1375 Coney Island Ave.,
PMB#427, Brooklyn, NY 11230
PHOENIX TAEKWONDO-
kickin' butt and takin' names in
OT. RU signed up? M+VV eve,
22 N Main, 2nd fir, 827-5821
Large moving sale. 182 Main Rd
Bradley. Thurs, Fri, Sat morning
Orono Thrift Shop Wed I I am-
4pm, Sat Ilam-2pm. Pine St off
Main, 2nd right off Pine (Birch
St)
APARTMENTS
1 BR apartment for rent. New
carpets+new appliances. Large
rooms. 4 miles to campus.
Parking space, quiet building.
$410/mo. Security dep. required.
Call Marsh properties @852-6233
Want to peace a
etassifted?
3 fines
3 sIas,s
$6
Ca(( S81-12.73
be+ween 9.4
Spring Break 2000 with STS-
join America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, & Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849 or visit
www.ststravel.com
FREE TR1PS$CASH!! Spring
Break 2000 Studentcity.com is
looking for highly motivated
students to promote Spring
Break 2000! Organize a small
group&travel free. Top campus
repsearn free trips&over
$10000! Choose Cancun,
Jamaica or Nassau! Book trips
online log in and win FREE
STUFF. Sign up now online!
www.studentcity.com or 800-
293-1443
HELP WANTED
Residential Counselors+Call-
in Counselors Needed Shaw
House, an emergency homeless
shelter for adolescents has part
time weekend positions avail-
able. Job description available
upon request. Please fax your
resume to 941-2874 or submit
resumes to 136 Union St,
Bangor. These positions will
remain open until qualified
candidates are found. EOE
Two paid positions available-
Tech. Consultant+Treasurer
of S. Gov't., Deadline 9/30.
Check out requirements in S.
Gov't. FAO, 3rd floor M.
Union, ask for Sue or Amy
WANTED! The Alumni Assn,
is looking for friendly, ener-
getic and hard-working stu-
dentsto be Phonathon
Associates! Work study+non
work study. Earn $$$ doing
something good forMaine. Call
Bob for all appt. @581-1149.
Open
your mind
You may learn
something about
yourself.
The Maine Campus
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• College football
Previewing the weekend
LINCOLN, Neb. (U-Wire) —Missouri
football coach Larry Smith has not forgot-
ten his team's near misses against
Nebraska in each of the last two seasons.
These memories are bittersweet. After
all, they were potential upsets that may
have elevated Smith and Missouri to
heights unknown by Tiger football since
the early 1960s - but both were dashed in
week. I don't think we have played our
best yet."
In addition to having the pressure of
playing as the No. 8 team, the Hokies will
also make their first appearance on
national television this year.
#21 Marshall vs. Temple
Marshall, the No. 21 ranked team in
the nation, will enter this weekend's
We put ourselves in a position to win, but,
unfortunately, we didn't.
the final seconds.
However, Smith said, both he and his
team can take something positive from
their last two losses to the Cornhuskers.
"What I remember most is that we
were in the game both times," Smith
said. "We put ourselves in a position to
win, but, unfortunately, we didn't.
Nebraska did. That doesn't change the
fact that we still were in a position to win
both times."
#8 Virginia Tech vs. Clemson
For the first time in the 107-year histo-
ry of the program, the Virginia Tech foot-
ball team finds itself ranked in the top
eight in the country.
The ranking, though prestigious, does-
n't seem to affect the players' approach to
the game Thursday night.
"We are not worried about the eighth
in the nation," said linebacker Jamel
Smith, "We are trying to get better every
week and try to play our best every
Temple game with a lot to lose.
Although Temple is 0-3 and
Marshall is 3-0, Thundering Herd
head coach Bob Pruett said there are
many reasons why Temple should not
be overlooked.
"In this day of college football the
margin of error is very small," Pruett said.
"Any team can go out any Saturday and
beat any other team."
Marshall faces Temple for only the
second time in the schools' histories
and the first time since 1974. Although
the Herd has a short history against the
Big East — six games to be exact —
Pruett is aware of the possibilities with
a team like Temple.
"They are a good, solid team and they
have good athletes," Pruett said. "Last
season they beat Pittsburgh and Virginia
Tech so we are not taking any different
approaches to this than we would for any
other team."
Athlete of
the Week
Ben Christopher
Maine running backBen Christopher
earns our Maine Campus
Athlete of the Week hon-
ors for coming off the
bench in last week's
game against Richmond,
and rushing 22 times
for 87 yards in the 21-
14 win.
UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
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Maine goalie Danielle Burke makes a stop in a recent game. Burke will need to
be at the top of her game this weekend in two conference games. (Caleb
Raynor photo.) 
Weekend Warriors
Here's what going on this weekend for home on
Friends and Family Weekend:
Football: Maine vs. Connecticut, 1 p.m. Saturday
Women's Soccer: Maine vs. Northeastern, 4 p.m., Saturday
Maine vs. Boston University, noon, Sunday
Baseball: Maine vs. Canadian Select Team, Friday @ 7
p.m., Saturday @ 4:45 p.m., Sunday @ 11 a.m.
91.9 FM WIAIEB
Opinion Solicitation of +he 7 day Period:
Po you think the Red Sox can catch fhe
Yankees and win +he Anterican League Earn
Call 581-2333 or 581-2335 or send
us e-tvtall a+ WMEB Lisi-ener FeedOack on
Firs', Class
Resutts witt 1,e announced on Jocktatk Wednesday
nights a+ 9 on 91.9 FM %/KB
Las+ week - 707. voted +ha+ the Patrio+s
WU( Make the payoffs
• Women's soccer
Maine prepares for two
By Jeremy Garland
For the Maine Campus
Conference play opens this weekend
for the Maine women's soccer team with
two home games against Northeastern
University and Boston University.
Both teams come into Maine with
records of 3-3, tied for third place in
America East. Northeastern plays Maine
Friday at 4 p.m., and Boston University
arrives Sunday for a 1 p.m. start.
Maine's opponents showcase sound
offensive and defensive weapons.
Northeastern features Jen Herlihy and
Kate Mercier on offense. They have
scored or assisted in seven of the teams'
eight goals this season.
Their goalkeeper, Rachelle Parkinson,
ranks fifth in the conference with a 1.59
goals against average.
Boston University has America
East's leading scorer Deidre Enos (6
goals, 1 assist) and rookie of the week
Allison Merkle. In goal they feature
Meghan Lynch, the tenth ranked keeper
in the conference.
Maine comes into the weekend looking
to climb out of the America East basement
and back into contention. Play has steadi-
ly improved both offensively and defen-
sively throughout the first six games.
"I am pleased with the improvement of
the team collectively since we started a
month ago," said head coach Scott
Atherley. "The team has become more
competitive."
A formation change has aided recent
improvement on the defensive side of the
ball. The team switched from a 4-4-2 to a
more defensive 3-5-2 formation starting
in the team's victory against Marist.
In the four games running the old for-
mation, the team gave up fourteen goals.
Since the switch the Bears have allowed
one goal in two games.
"We were playing zone in terms of our
defense, and now we've gone back to a
man-to-man defensive shape," Atherley
said. "I think that the ladies were much
more comfortable playing man-to-man,
and it enabled us to congest the midfield
for our opponents."
The improved defense has helped jun-
ior goalkeeper Karyn McMullin achieve a
ranking of ninth in the conference.
McMullin has a 2.39 GAA in five starts
this season.
"I think Karyn has been real solid for
us in goal this season," said Atherley.
Men's soccer from page 16
Offensively, junior Michael Paisant
spearheads the Midshipmen's attack with
five goals and 10 points this season.
Sophomore Brye Gehardt and senior Matt
Neely have each contributed two goals and
six points, while senior Brian Lubitz has
chipped in with two goals for four points.
Maine is looking to get back on track
after two consecutive losses. The Black
Bears have been outscored by a total of
five goals (9-4) in four games this season.
Junior forward Aaron Benjamin leads
the team with three goals, while senior
Ricky Brown has scored a goal and two
assists. Goalkeeper Aaron Weymouth has
allowed seven goals this season. Five of
those goals have come in the past two
games, including three against Rhode
Island before being relieved at the start of
the second half.
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• Football
Defense key in Maine-UConn matchup
Sophmore defensive back Ernie Svolto joins in on a tackle. (Caleb Raynor photo.) 
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
Coming off their first win of
the season, Maine will try and
make it two in a row when the
University of Connecticut visits
Alfond Stadium for a Saturday
afternoon matchup.
The 1-2 Huskies are coming
off a 23-0 blanking of Buffalo
last Saturday and received votes
in the latest NCAA 1-AA poll,
while the Bears earned their
first win with a 21-14 victory
over Richmond.
If history repeats itself, the 1
p.m. contest will be a tight one
as every game since 1991
between the two has been
decided by less than a touch-
down. Four of the last meetings
have been decided by one or
two points.
The Black Bears' offense will
need to improve more over last
week if they hope to penetrate
the Huskies' defense, who held
Buffalo to just 188 total yards,
their best effort since 1997.
Ben Christopher and Royston
English (coming off a sprained
ankle) will need to evade the
Huskies' front line, as they
allowed just six yards rushing
against Buffalo.
Coming off an Atlantic-10
Rookie of the Week honor, Jake
Eaton will need to step up again in
the Black Bears' third straight
home game.
After allowing 14 points to
Jimmie Miles and crew last week,
the Maine defense will have
another formidable offense to con-
tend with, led by Brian Hoffman.
Hoffman, a junior quarter-
back, has thrown for 500 yards
on 47-on-75 passes this season,
but has just two scoring passes.
Hoffman's favorite targets
are junior John Fitzsimmons
who has 13 catches for 163 yards
and Rashad Drayton who has
eight grabs for 106 yards.
However, the Huskies' running
game is suspect, as Taber Small
has just 159 yards rushing thus far
and Barry Chandler has 113 yards.
The Roar: Maine leads the
conference in sacks with 11 and
has netted nine turnovers and a
#2 plus/minus rating to also
lead the A-10.
JoJo Oliphant leads the con-
ference with 6.5 sacks and has 21
in his career, 5.5 shy of the school
record held by Mike Denino
(1986-1989).
The defensive backfield, led by
Peter LeBlanc (three interceptions)
and Mike Harvey (two intercep-
tions) lead the conference in inter-
ceptions with seven.
•Men's Soccer
Bootcamp Bears
By Eric Nelson
For the Maine Campus
After losing to the Rhode
Island Rams 5-0 last Saturday,
Maine faces two tough opponents
this weekend as it travels to West
Point, N.Y., to face Army and
Navy in the Army Tournament.
Friday night, the Army Cadets
(2-1-1) face off against the Black
Bears. Army last played to a 0-0
tie against the Lafayette
Leopards, the defending Patriot
League champions, on Saturday.
The Cadets are led by goal-
keeper Kevin J. Smith, who
returns from a medical hardship
waiver year after playing in only
four games last season.
Smith has allowed only three
goals this season, all in a loss to
Boston College. He sports a
.903 save percentage and three
shutouts, and was named Patriot
League Defensive Player of the
Week for not allowing any goals
during two wins last week.
Junior forward Thomas Obaseki
leads the Army attack. He has scored
two of the team's three goals this sea-
son after leading the team in scoring
last year. Seniors Nate Heikmian
and Jason Dmasin join him on
offense, while John McDougall, Rob
Stanton, and captain Zach Rossley
head up the defense.
Sunday afternoon, Maine
meets the Navy Midshipmen (2-3-
2). After going unbeaten in its
first four games, Navy has
dropped three straight games,
including a 6-0 rout at the hands
of the Dayton Flyers last Sunday.
See BEARS on page 15
•Field Hockey
Maine looking to rebound
Black Bears face Hofstra in conference opener
By Heather Day
For the Maine Campus
The University of Maine field
hockey team travels to New York
and then to Pennsylvania this
weekend to play Hofstra
University and Drexel University.
The road trip is one in which
coach Terry Kix hopes to
rebuild the lady Black Bear's
bruised confidence.
"We need to continue playing
strong and confidently to gain a
win over Hofstra, and Drexel,
for that matter," Kix stated earli-
er this week.
Both Hofstra and Drexel are
picked below Maine in the
America East conference, but
this ranking is one that means
nothing. Maine still has to come
out fighting in order to succeed.
"This is our first conference
game," Hofstra University coach
Kathy De Angelis stated on
Thursday. "It's going to be a
very competitive game."
Like Maine, Hofstra is also
suffering from growing pains,
the majority of their team being
very young.
"On paper, Maine is a very
much stronger team than us. We
are struggling and we need to be
really strong on defense."
Hofstra, so far this season, is
2-7. The team, in a building year,
is trying to gain experience.
"We play really well at home
and we're hoping to compete with
Maine on their level, which is a
very strong and competitive one."
Heading to Drexel University
on Sunday, the Black Bears
intent is to keep the Dragon's
feisty attitude at a minimum.
"They are very feisty and
scrappy," Kix said. "Last year
we had a one goal differential
victorious win and we expect
another very competitive game."
Not only that, the two teams
will be playing at the University
of Pennsylvania, which is a turf
field- an advantage to the Bears.
Drexel lost only four seniors
from last year's team, and the
return of goalie Heather Haigh,
who has recorded such numbers
in the past as 2.13 goals against
average, keeps Drexel's compe-
tition strong.
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